Object categorization in images is fundamental to various industrial areas, such as automated visual inspection, fast image retrieval, and intelligent surveillance. Most existing methods treat visual features (e.g., scaleinvariant feature transform) as content information of the objects, while regarding image tags as their contextual information. However, the image tags can hardly be acquired in completely unsupervised settings, especially when the image volume is too large to be marked. In this article, we propose a novel contextual multivariate information bottleneck (CMIB) method to conduct unsupervised image object categorization in multiple visual contexts. Unlike using manual contexts, the CMIB method first automatically generates a set of high-level basic clusterings by multiple global features, which are unprecedentedly defined as visual contexts since they can provide overall information about the target images. Then, the idea of the data compression procedure for object category discovery is proposed, in which the content and multiple visual contexts are maximally preserved through a "bottleneck." Specifically, two Bayesian networks are initially built to characterize the relationship between data compression and information preservation. Finally, a novel sequential information-theoretic optimization is proposed to ensure the convergence of the CMIB objective function. Experimental results on seven real-world benchmark image datasets demonstrate that the CMIB method achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art baselines.
clustering algorithm lays a good foundation for various industrial areas, such as automated visual inspection [1] , fast image retrieval [2] , [3] , and intelligent surveillance [4] , [5] . Recently, contextual information, a type of available and complementary information that provides rich positive details for target data, has been used to enhance the accuracy of object categorization models. In the task of object recognition and categorization of images, a large number of studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have also shown the validity of contextual information.
Generally, the most popular strategy is to use the artificial marks of the target images as their contexts, such as user tags, captions, and concurrent texts of the target images. However, existing methods always assume that the labeled training data are typically available for both the images and its contexts [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , [13] , [14] , which allows direct inference of the relationship between the image object categories and their contexts. Obviously, the ground-truth label and most types of contexts are often scarce and precious since they require a considerable amount of manpower and material resources, especially when the size of the image data is too large to be marked. This motivates us to conduct the study on the unsupervised image object categorization by automatically constructing contexts from the unlabeled image data.
Recently, several types of contexts based on multiple feature representations have been proposed for the task of unsupervised object categorization in unlabeled images. For instance, the authors in [11] and [12] proposed a context-aware clustering algorithm, in which the spatial neighbors of multiple primitive features are treated as their spatial contexts. Jones and Shao [15] introduced a dual assignment k-means algorithm for action clustering, which finds action categories by utilizing the scene features as the target action's contextual information, i.e., the scene that the target action takes place. As shown in the aforementioned methods, different possible feature representations are complementary to each other and can be naturally treated as the contexts of the target objects, such as spatial neighbors of multiple features [11] , [12] and scene features [15] . However, the existing methods always directly incorporate the content and contextual information, which may be problematic since the content and contexts are heterogeneous [16] . More importantly, the visual features are usually represented by several highdimensional descriptors, and dealing with them simultaneously always results in the curse of dimensionality.
In this article, a novel, general-purpose contextual multivariate information bottleneck (CMIB) is proposed to discover Fig. 1 . Pipeline of the unsupervised image object categorization in multiple visual contexts based on the proposed CMIB. First, CMIB adopts content feature to characterize the local information of the target object, while automatically generating a set of high-level basic clusterings by multiple global features, which are unprecedentedly defined as visual contexts in this article. Then, the object category discovery in unlabeled images is creatively formulated as a data compression procedure, in which the content and multiple visual contexts are maximally preserved through a "bottleneck." In other words, automatically constructed visual contexts can be utilized as auxiliary information to improve the quality of image clustering based on content feature. Note that, it is still unsupervised since the visual contexts come from the unlabeled image data.
object categories in unlabeled images by devising multiple visual contexts. As shown in Fig. 1 , the CMIB method adopts one content feature [such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)] to characterize the local information of the target objects, while using global features to describe the object's contexts, such as global shape, color, and texture. Instead of directly incorporating content and context features, the CMIB method unprecedentedly defines the high-level clusterings automatically generated by multiple global features as multiple visual contexts, which naturally have the ability to leverage the complementary information from heterogeneous raw content and context features. In particular, the automatically constructed visual contexts are group-level partitions of the target objects and can be utilized as auxiliary information to improve the quality of image clustering based on the content feature. Note that, it is still unsupervised since the visual contexts come from the unlabeled image data without any prior knowledge. Then, the task of the unsupervised image object categorization in multiple visual contexts is formulated as an information maximization function, in which two novel Bayesian networks are built to characterize the relationships between the content and multiple visual contexts. Moreover, a novel sequential informationtheoretic solution is proposed to ensure the convergence of the objective function of the CMIB. The main contributions of this article are as follows.
1) A novel CMIB is proposed for the unsupervised object categorization in totally unlabeled images by devising multiple visual contexts. It is the first attempt to utilize the high-level clustering generated by global features as multiple visual contexts, which naturally have the ability to leverage heterogeneous features. 2) The object category discovery in unlabeled images is creatively formulated as a data compression procedure through a "bottleneck," in which two Bayesian networks are built initially to characterize the relations between the data compression and information preservation. 3) A novel sequential information-theoretic optimization is proposed to ensure the convergence of the objective function of the CMIB. The proposed technique is completely unsupervised and outperforms the existing state-of-the-art baselines on several benchmark datasets. The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II analyzes the related work about the context-based clustering methods and the background of the multivariate information bottleneck (MIB). Section III formulates the proposed CMIB. In Section IV, we report and discuss the experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes this article.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Unsupervised Context-Based Methods
Recently, context-based clustering [11] [12] [13] , [15] , [17] , [18] has been a valuable unsupervised learning topic in machine learning and its various industrial applications. However, all the existing context-based clustering approaches treat the target object's content and contextual information equivalently. In practice, the content and contextual information of the same object have their own structures, and their distributions are always heterogeneous. Thus, inappropriately integrating them will degrade the clustering performance.
Essentially, contextual information is a complement to the content information of an object. In this regard, it is pertinent to discuss multiview and ensemble clustering methods. Both aim to improve the clustering performance by considering the complementary effect of multiple related components. Specifically, multiview clustering methods [19] [20] [21] [22] aim to construct mappings, connections, or agreements between multiple distinct views. In multiview methods, the complementary views can be seen as the contexts of other views. In particular, low-level visual features are the most prevalent means to represent the different views of the objects in images. However, the dimensions of these visual features are always very high especially when dealing with them simultaneously. Moreover, how to control the balance of different views also remains a challenging task.
Different from multiview clustering methods, ensemble clustering approaches [23] , [24] refer to combining different clusterings of a given data collection into a single partition that is a better fit than the existing clusterings. The information provided by the auxiliary clusterings can also be seen as the context of the target data. However, the existing ensemble clustering methods yield the final partition without accessing the original feature representations of the images, which limits the final results in terms of the quality of the existing base clusterings. In this article, we intend to discover the object category in unlabeled images by considering its content and visual contexts simultaneously. (a) In the data compression part, the solid arrows from X to T 1 , . . . , T n represent multiple compressed representations of X , while the dashed arrow between X and Y indicates a joint probability distribution p(X, Y ).
(b) In the information preservation part, the solid arrows denote the information that should be maximized with respect to Y . I G in and I G out are the amount of information in these two networks.
B. Multivariate Information Bottleneck (MIB)
The information bottleneck (IB) method [25] is one of the best among many clustering algorithms previously proposed, and concentrates on searching the cluster structure T of single source data X, while only Y serves as a relevant variable. As a multivariate extension of the IB, the MIB [26] , [27] uses the concept of multiinformation to quantify the shared information between more than two variables, an example problem of multiple variables is shown in Fig. 2 . Given a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, the multiinformation can be defined as
where D K L indicates the Kullback-Leibler divergence [28] .
In the MIB framework, the probabilistic model Bayesian network is adopted to characterize the relationships of multiple variables. Given a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } and a set of latent variables T = {T 1 , . . . , T n }, a Bayesian network with graph G in indicates the compressed relationship from X to T. Another Bayesian network with graph G out represents which conditional dependencies and independencies we want T to be able to generate. Both G in and G out are defined over X T. Thus, the objective function of the MIB can be defined as follows:
where p(T|X) is the mapping from X to T, and β strikes a balance between the data compression information preservation in G in and G out . The multiinformation I G with respect to a Bayesian network G defined over X ∼ p(X) is computed as
where Pa G X i are the parents of X i in G, and I(X i ; Pa G X i ) is the mutual information between X i and Pa G X i . The MIB can manage multiple variables by utilizing the concept of multiinformation. However, the original MIB method assumes that different information sources have completely homogenous data distributions. Obviously, this strict assumption is a major disadvantage of the original MIB since different data sources are often heterogeneous. In the proposed CMIB framework, to relieve the distinct gap between heterogeneous feature spaces, the high-level basic clusterings generated by the multiple global features are unprecedentedly defined as multiple visual contexts, which naturally have the ability to leverage complementary information from heterogeneous sources. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to define multiple visual contexts to relieve the distinct gap among heterogeneous features.
III. CONTEXTUAL MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION BOTTLENECK (CMIB)
Most existing object categorization methods treat visual features (e.g., SIFT) as content information of the objects, while regarding artificial marks as the contextual information. However, artificial marks are not available in complete unsupervised settings, especially when the image volume is too large to be marked. In this article, we propose a novel unsupervised object categorization method called CMIB, that can discover the object category in unlabeled images by simultaneously considering content feature and multiple visual contexts.
A. Problem Formulation
In this section, we explain the novel unsupervised object categorization method called CMIB, which discovers the object categories in unlabeled images by simultaneously considering one content feature and multiple visual contexts. First, we give the definition of the visual contexts.
Definition 1 (Visual Contexts): Given an unlabeled image collection X and its k global feature representations, the visual contexts of the objects are the clusterings W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k constructed by the k global features.
In this article, we utilize the source variable X, content variable Y , multiple visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k , and the final category (cluster) T to characterize the problem of the CMIB. The source variable X denotes an unlabeled image collection with a set of samples {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }. The content variable Y indicates one discriminative content feature (such as the SIFT) of the image collection X. Correspondingly, we can construct the joint distribution p(X, Y ) between the source data and its content feature according to the prevalent bag-of-visual-words (BoVW) model [29] , and the details can be found in Section IV-B. Then, any clustering algorithm with promising performance (e.g., IB algorithm in this article) can be utilized to construct multiple basic clusterings W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k according to the other k global features. For clarity, we first define the task of the CMIB.
Definition 2 (CMIB): Given a source variable X taking value from {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, there are one content variable Y that indicates the content feature and k visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k that denote the multiple clusterings constructed by the k global features. The goal of the CMIB is to discover the potential object categories T = {t 1 , . . . , t M } hidden in the unlabeled image collection X, where M is the number of categories. In other words, the task of the CMIB is to find an optimal encoding scheme p(t|x) from X to T , while maximally maintaining the information of the content variable and multiple visual contexts. Fig. 3 . Structural model of the CMIB method for the unsupervised object category discovery in images. (a) In this part, the solid arrow from X to T means X is mapped into its compressed representation T . At the same time, the dashed arrows from X to Y and W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k indicate that the source data X has one content variable and multiple visual contexts. (b) In this part, the solid arrows specify the information contained in the content information Y and visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k are maximally preserved.
B. Objective Function of the CMIB
In this section, the objective function of the CMIB algorithm is presented. The CMIB treats one local feature variable of the object as the content information Y , while exploiting the base clusterings W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k obtained by other global features as its visual contexts. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the CMIB involves two parts: data compression and information preservation. We construct two Bayesian networks G in and G out to characterize the relationships between the variables in the two parts. In Bayesian network G in , the dashed edges indicates that the source variable X has multiple relevant information. Specifically, the dashed edge X → Y means the relation defined by the joint distribution p(X, Y ). The dashed edge X → W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k indicates that the source data X has multiple visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k . The solid edge X → T means that X will be compressed into its compressed representation T . In the Bayesian network G out , the solid edge T → Y reflects that T should capture the local content information Y about source data X. The solid edge T → W 1 , . . . , W k reflects that T should capture all the visual context information W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k . In other words, the network G in represents the compressing relationship from X to T , while G out expresses that T should simultaneously preserve the relevant information of content information Y and multiple visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k . Similar to [27] , the multiinformation in G in and G out can be defined as follows:
where I(X; T ) is the term of mutual information [28] that measures how many bits are conveyed from the source variable X to its compressed representation T . 
where β strikes a balance between the information preservation and data compression.
The remaining task of the unsupervised object categorization is to maximize the value of the objective function (6) . Obviously, the terms in the objective function (6) cannot be directly calculated; thus, we propose a novel sequential information-theoretic optimization to make them computable. The proposed optimization is essentially a sequential "draw-and-merge," which always performs better than agglomerative methods [30] , especially when dealing with larger datasets, as shown in Section III-F. In this article, we concentrate on the "hard" clustering setting, where p(t|x) is 0 or 1. Now, the goal of the CMIB becomes to maximize the objective function (6) .
C. Optimization of the CMIB
To maximize the objective function (6) of the CMIB, we propose a sequential information-theoretic optimization, which is essentially a "draw-and-merge" procedure. The draw-and-merge optimization is performed by the following steps.
1) Random initialization:
The mapping from X to T is denoted by p(t|x), where p(t|x) = 1 means x belongs to the category t, and p(t|x) = 0 means x does not belong to t.
2) Draw: Each image x ∈ X is drawn in order from its current category and is treated as a singleton category {x}.
3) Merge: To ensure that the total number of categories is M , the {x} should be merged into category t new . Let ΔL({x}, t) be the exact difference between the value of the objective function (6) before and after the merge. Since the CMIB maximizes (6), {x} should be merged into category t new = argmin t∈T ΔL({x}, t).
4) Convergence check. Repeat 2) and 3) until every x is not allocated to new category. Now, the key issue is to compute the value change ΔL({x}, t) before and after x is merged into some category t ∈ T . Next, we give the probability computation when x is merged into a certain category t ∈ T as the following definition.
Definition 3: Suppose a certain {x} is merged into some category t, and thus, generates another new category t , the probability change caused by the merge step is defined as
where p(t ) is the prior probability after merging {x} into category t, and p(y|t ) is the joint probability distribution of the category t over the relevant information Y . Let L bef and L new represent the value of (6) before and after the single category x is allocated to the category t. Then, the value change ΔL({x}, t) can be calculated as follows:
where T bef and T new are the categories before and after x is merged. ΔI content is the value change of the CMIB objective function caused by content information Y . ΔI i context is the value change caused by the ith visual context W i . ΔI i compress is the value change caused by compressing X into its compressed representation T . From (8), we can see that the total value change ΔL({x}, t) can be obtained from the calculation of ΔI content , ΔI i context , and ΔI compress . First, according to Definition 2 and the definition of the mutual information, ΔI content can be computed as follows:
where JS Π is the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [28] to compute the distance of two distributions, and Π = {π 1 ,
Since p(t ) ≥ 0 and JS Π ≥ 0, thus, ΔI content ≥ 0. Similar analysis yields
Next, we present how to initially compute the probabilistic terms in (9) and (10) . As shown in Fig. 4 , once given the joint distribution p(X, Y ), we can partition X into M categories T = {t 1 , . . . , t M } stochastically and obtain a initialized category partition p(T, Y ) by the random initialization in draw-and-merge optimization, where p(t) = x∈t p(x). Now, all the probabilistic terms in these two equations can be .
D. Relatedness Between Content and Visual Contexts
Now, we present the calculation of ΔI i context . The sequential draw-and-merge procedure is an iterative procedure in essence. We use T mid = {t mid 1 , t mid 2 , . . . , t mid M } to present the temporary partition in a certain iteration of the CMIB conducted by the content variable, where M is the number of categories. Similarly, let W l be the lth clustering partition of multiple auxiliary visual contexts W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k , which takes values from W l = {w l 1 , w l 2 , . . . , w l M }. To measure the relationship between the content information and the visual contexts, we construct the cooccurrence matrix between T mid and W l .
As mentioned earlier, there are n images in the source data X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }. Let n i be the number of images allocated into category t mid i (1 ≤ i ≤ M ). Let n j be the number of images allocated into category w l j (1 ≤ j ≤ M ). Let n ij be the number of images allocated into category t mid i and w l j at the same time. Thus, the joint cooccurrence distribution of categories T mid and visual context W l can be computed as follows:
The mutual information of T mid and W l can be computed as
Thus, the total value change in (8) can be obtained. The pseudocode of the CMIB is given in Algorithm 1. Next, we present how to deal with a fresh unseen data point that is available only after the optimization. We use x new to indicate a fresh unseen data point. First, the fresh data point x new is transformed into a cooccurrence vector by the BoVW model. Then, x new is randomly allocated into one cluster after the optimization of Algorithm 1 is finished. Now, the proposed draw-and-merge optimization is performed again until the objective function converges. Note that, since the visual contexts in this article is the group-partition information for an image dataset, there is no visual contexts for a singleton fresh data point. Thus, the merger cost is calculated just according to (9) and (10) In this section, we prove the convergence of the objective function of the CMIB algorithm from upbound and monotone increasing. Next, we give Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: The objective function of the CMIB algorithm can converge to a stable solution.
Proof: First, we prove each draw-and-merge procedure do not decrease the value of the objective function. In the CMIB, since the single category {x} is allocated to the category t new that t new = arg min t∈T ΔL, there must exist information loss once x is merged into the new categories, i.e., ΔL ≥ 0. In other words, the "draw-and-merge" optimization will increase the function (6) . Second, we prove the objective function (6) is upper bounded. The objective function (6) can be divided int two parts:
The first part is the objective function of the original IB, and its upbound was proven in [31] . For the second part, we obtain I(T ; W i ) ≤ I(T ; W ) by assuming X has a true clustering W . Thus, the objective function (6) is upper bounded. Therefore, the objective function of the CMIB can converge to a stable solution.
2) Complexity: In this section, we analyze the time complexity of the CMIB. In step 2, the source data X is partitioned into different categories with random initialization, so this step takes O(1). In the main loop, the complexity of drawing data point x at step 5 is O (1) . The computation of the merge cost in step 6 takes O(M |Y |), where M is the number of categories, and |Y | is the dimension of the content feature. Therefore, the overall time complexity of the CMIB is O(M |X||Y |), where |X| is the volume of data points. In the next experimental section, we will show the convergence of the objective function (6) .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CMIB.
A. Image Datasets
In our experiments, seven real-world image datasets including different object categories are employed for evaluation: Soccer [32] , A-Yahoo [33] , Dslr, Webcam, and Amazon [34] . The detailed information is shown in Table I . Some example images in Soccer and NUS-22 are shown in Fig. 5 .
Soccer 1 contains images collected from seven soccer teams, containing 40 images per class, for a total of 280 images.
A-Yahoo 2 consists of 12 objects that were collected from the Yahoo image search. We select 11 categories in our experiments, with each category containing 100 images.
Dslr, Webcam, and Amazon 3 consist of images captured with a digital SLR camera, recorded with a simple webcam, and download from www.amazon.com, respectively. These three image datasets contain 31 object categories, which make them quite challenging to be partitioned due to the high diversity of the object categories.
CIFAR-10 4 (Canada Institute For Advanced Research) consists of 15 000 32 × 32 color images in ten classes, with 1500 images per class. 5 consists of online images and the associated tags, with a total number of 81 unique categories. We select 22 categories with a total number of 10 500 images in our experiment.
NUS-22
B. Data Representation
We exploit the popular BoVW model, which has been widely used in various vision tasks, to represent the image collections. In the BoVW model, the following steps should be implemented.
1) Feature detection: We first detect the interest points for each image. In particular, Harries corner detection [35] is adopted to detect the local interest points, while a dense sampling method [36] is utilized to capture the dense interest points for the global image features. In this article, 128-dimensional SIFT [35] , 36-dimensional Color Attention [37] , and 256dimensional three-patch local binary patterns (TPLBP) [38] descriptors are utilized to represent the content feature, global color, and texture features, respectively.
2) Codebook generation: A visual codebook is built using the k-means algorithm and Euclidean distance as the clustering metric for each type of descriptor. We set the number of clusters as 1000, i.e., there are 1000 visual words in each codebook.
3) Mapping descriptors into the codebook: All the descriptors are mapped into their corresponding visual word index.
4) Counting occurrence:
The occurrence number of each visual word is counted for each image, thus each image can be represented by a histogram vector including occurrence number of visual words. Fig. 6 presents an illustration of the image representation with the BoVW model. Given an unlabeled image collection X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, we can obtain the visual codebook Y = {y 1 , . . . , y d } by the BoVW model, where n and d are the number of images and visual words in the codebook, respectively. Based on the BoVW model, each image can be transformed into a histogram vector, thus, we obtain the conditional distribution of the visual words as p(y|x) = n (y |x) y ∈Y n (y |x) , where n(y|x) is the number of occurrences of the word y in the image x. To avoid an undesirable bias due to different numbers of features in images, we set a uniform prior distribution p(x) = 1 n . Thus, the joint distribution between the source image variable X and the visual word variable Y (we also call it a relevant variable in 5 [Online]. Available: http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg/research/NUS-WIDE.htm this article) can be computed by p(x, y) = p(y|x)p(x). In this article, we designate the SIFT as the content information of the object, while the global color and texture features are utilized to generate the visual contexts.
C. Comparison Methods
We adopt the following five types of comparison methods. 1) Information bottleneck (IB). 2) Traditional clustering methods: k-means, normalized cuts (NCuts) [39] , probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [40] , and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [41] . 3) Ensemble clustering methods: Cluster-based similarity partitioning algorithm (CSPA), hyper-graph partitioning algorithm (HGPA), metaclustering algorithm (MCLA) [23] , and locally weighted evidence accumulation (LWGP) [24] . 4) Multiview clustering methods: Coregularized multiview spectral clustering (CRSC) [20] , cotraining multiview spectral clustering (CTSC) [19] , robust multiview spectral clustering (RMSC) [21] , and MIB [27] . 5) Image clustering methods: Local discriminant models and global integration (LDMGI) [42] , clusteringby-composition (CC) [43] , and ensemble projection (EP) [44] . To ensure the fairness of comparisons, all the input datasets are represented by the widely used BoVW model. The total number of clusters is provided for all the clustering algorithms. To fairly compare performance of the IB, MIB, and CMIB, we fix the tradeoff parameter β as 40. For NCuts, LDMGI, and CC, the number of nearest neighbors is fixed as 5 according to [42] and [43] , and the best regularization parameter in LDMGI is searched in {10 −8 , 10 −6 , . . . , 10 6 , 10 8 }. For the LDA, the Dirichlet parameter α = M/50, where M is the number clusters of each dataset. For CTSC, CRSC, and RMSC, Gaussian kernels are used to build the similarity matrix for each single view, and the regularization parameter λ is varied from 0.01 to 0.05 and the best result is reported. For the LWGP, the cluster uncertainty parameter θ = 0.4 for all datasets. For the EP, we set the number of weak training sets as 1000, where the training sets are created by performing a random walk sampling [44] on the unlabeled images, and the number of training images for each class is set as 9. In this article, we use the ground-truth label to evaluate the final clustering quality of all baselines, and all clustering stages do not involve looking at the ground-truth label. Besides, the number of clusters need to be specified up front for all the baselines used in this article including the CMIB.
D. Evaluation Metrics
In this article, we employ two metrics, normalized mutual information (NMI) and clustering accuracy (AC) [19] , to evaluate the performance of the different methods.
Given an image x i , let l i and t i be the ground-truth label and the obtained cluster label, respectively, so AC is where n is the total number of images and δ(l i , map(t i )) is the delta function that equals 1 if x = y, otherwise the delta function equals 0, and map(t i ) is the optimal mapping function that permutes clustering labels to match the ground-truth labels. The optimal mapping is obtained by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [45] .
Unlike AC, the NMI is an information theoretic-based metric [23] that estimates the quality of the clustering results by measuring the degree of agreement between the learned clusters and the ground-truth class. The NMI can be estimated by
where n i indicates the number of images in cluster C i (1 ≤ i ≤ c),n j is the number of images in the ground-truth class L j (1 ≤ j ≤ c) , and n i,j indicates the number of images that are in the intersection between the cluster C i and class L j . The larger the value of the NMI, the better the clustering results will be.
E. Comparative Analysis
In this part, extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the CMIB compared with seven types of comparison methods.
1) Baselines Without Visual Contexts: We conduct experiments to verify the performance of the CMIB compared with the original IB method. From Table II , we have the following observations. First, the clustering results (AC) of the IB algorithm on the three cues are different. This demonstrates that a single type of feature is not sufficiently discriminative and stable for different datasets. Second, by incorporating multiple visual contexts, the proposed CMIB method clearly performs better than the IB algorithm.
Further experiments are conducted to compare the CMIB with four other traditional clustering approaches: k-means, NCuts [39] , pLSA [40] , and LDA [41] . From Table II and Fig. 7 , we observe that the CMIB method significantly outperforms all other traditional clustering methods, which is mainly caused by the visual contexts used in our CMIB method.
2) Comparison With Ensemble and Multiview Clustering
Methods: Essentially, contextual information is a complement to the content information of an object. In this regard, it is pertinent to discuss the multiview and ensemble clustering methods. Both aim to improve the performance of the unsupervised object In this section, we first conduct comparative experiments with ensemble clustering methods (CSPA, HGPA, MCLA [23] , and LWGP [24] ) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the CMIB. We utilize the original IB to construct 30 base clusterings for the aforementioned ensemble clustering methods, in which each feature generates ten clusterings. From Table III and Fig. 8 , the CMIB outperforms all four ensemble clustering methods on the seven datasets. This is mainly because ensemble clustering methods usually limit the final results to the quality of the existing base clusterings. The proposed CMIB method can deal with the original feature (content feature) and visual contexts (basic clusterings) simultaneously and relieve the overreliance of ensemble clustering methods on auxiliary clusterings.
To further demonstrate the performance of the CMIB, we compare it with other four multiview clustering methods: CTSC [19] , CRSC [20] , RMSC [21] , and MIB [46] . In this experiment, we treat each feature (SIFT, Color Attention, and TPLBP) as one input view of the multiview clustering methods. From Table III and Fig. 8 , we can see that the performances of the CMIB are also significantly better than the multiview clustering methods. The CMIB algorithm also outperforms the original MIB, mainly because the original MIB can only address information sources with completely homogenous data distributions, while the multiple visual contexts in the proposed CMIB naturally have the ability to address heterogenous features.
3) Comparison With State-of-the-Art Image Clustering
Methods: For comparison with promising unsupervised object categorization methods, we adopt LDMGI [42] , CC [43] , and EP [44] as baselines. As shown in Table IV , the average AC values of the CMIB algorithm on the seven datasets obtain 17.47%, 13.98%, and 17.41% improvements, compared with the other three baselines. We have the same observations in terms of the NMI in Fig. 9 . 
F. Explanation of Impact Factors
1) Parameter Analysis: In the CMIB, β strikes a balance between information preservation and data compression. Thus, we conduct an experiment to investigate the impact of β on the performance of the CMIB. Specifically, we vary the values of β from the space {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 140}. From Fig. 10 , we obtain the following observations: First, when β → 0, the CMIB performs poorly since it only addresses the compression from source images X to its compressed representation T , i.e., the object category in this article. When increasing the value of β, the CMIB performs much better because it strikes a balance between the data compression and information preservation. We set β to 40 on all the datasets in this article.
2) Influence of Different Numbers of Categories: In realworld clustering applications, the number of categories M is often unknown. Although the external cluster validity indices (CVIs) can accurately evaluate the quality of a clustering by measuring the similarity or dissimilarity between the ground-truth and candidate categories, it is impossible to generate the ground-truth with different numbers of clusters for one dataset. Thus, we resort to internal CVIs [47] to measure the quality of the clustering with different numbers of clusters, which evaluate the quality of clustering results based only on the data themselves. As evaluation metrics without ground-truth label, we adopt the Calinski-Harabasz values (CH), the Silhouette values (SI), and the Davies-Bouldin values (DB), as they are widely used in the literature. Fig. 11 presents the CH, SI, and DB values of the CMIB on the Soccer dataset by varying the number of categories from three to ten. As shown in this figure, we obtain the following observations. First, the values of the three CVIs fluctuate to a certain degree with varying the numbers of categories. Second, the corresponding cluster numbers are 7, 7, and 8 when the CH, SI, and DB obtain the optimal value on the Soccer dataset. They are close to the number of the known genuine class of the Soccer dataset, which is 7. Thus, the internal CVIs can provide some guidance for the automatic determination of the numbers of categories.
3) Time Complexity Analysis: In this article, we propose a novel sequential information-theoretic solution to optimize the objective function of the CMIB algorithm. To compare the running time of the sequential solution with the agglomerative solution, we design an agglomerative optimization based on [30] to optimize the CMIB and call it "agglomerative CMIB." To distinguish, we name the sequential solution "sequential CMIB." As shown in Fig. 12 , the running times of the sequential and agglomerative CMIB are comparable when the data size is small. With an increase in data size, the time increment of the agglomerative CMIB is larger than that of the sequential one. As shown in Section III-E, the time complexity of the Fig. 10 . AC values of the CMIB on the seven datasets with different tradeoff parameters. Fig. 11 . Relationship between internal CVIs value of the CMIB and the number of categories. Note that, the larger CH and SI value and the smaller DB value are preferred. The red points indicate the peak values of CH, SI, and DB. the impact of different multitudes of feature representations on the performance of the CMIB. As shown in Table V , we obtain the following observations. First, the AC values of the CMIB fluctuate to a certain degree when considering individual global feature. This is mainly caused by the distinguishing abilities of different features. For instance, the TPLBP features cannot depict the Soccer data very well (refer to Table II) , therefore, the results of the CMIB are not satisfactory results by considering SIFT + TPLBP on Soccer dataset. Second, the clustering performance of the CMIB is superior and stable when considering two visual contexts. This also verifies the robustness of the CMIB on the multitude of possible feature representations. We believe that the performance of the CMIB can be further improved by more promising features, such as CNN feature. 5) Performance on Classification Metrics: In essence, both clustering and classification approaches aim to distinguish a set of data instances into categories. Specifically, the clustering approaches divide unlabeled data into a set of disjoint subsets with high intracluster similarity and low intercluster similarity, while the classification approaches first train a classifier using labeled data, then a new-coming unlabeled data instance is labeled by the classifier. Thus, some typical classification metrics can be adopted to evaluate the performance of the clustering method once the ground-truth label is given, which is usually used in the literature of external cluster validity indices [47] .
In this section, we adopt F 1 -Measure [48] to further evaluate the performance of the CMIB. F 1 -Measure depicts the overall performance of the clustering or classification results, which refers to the harmonic average of precision (i.e., the ratio of true positives to all instances predicted as positive) and recall (i.e., the ratio of true positives to all instances that are actually positive). F 1 -Measure is defined as follows: precision = TP TP + FP , recall = TP TP + FN F 1 − Measure = 2 · precision · recall precision + recall (15) where TP, FP, and FN are the number of true positives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. The larger the value of F 1 -Measure, the better the clustering results will be. Fig. 13 presents the F 1 -Measure comparison of the CMIB with all the baselines on the seven datasets. From Fig. 13 , we can observe that the proposed CMIB algorithm performs much better than other baselines in terms of the F 1 -Measure metrics. The comparison with typical classification metrics further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed CMIB algorithm, which also would open up a much wider audience for this article. 6) Convergence Analysis: Fig. 14 shows the number of iterations of the CMIB algorithm on the seven datasets. It can be observed that function (6) increases monotonically and reaches convergence rapidly in a limited number of iterations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a novel CMIB approach, which aims to discover the object category in unlabeled images by simultaneously considering content information and their visual contexts. Rather than using the manual contexts, we focused on automatically constructing visual contexts from the unlabeled image data. The CMIB treats object category discovery as a data compression procedure, in which both content and contextual information can be preserved maximally. Specifically, the CMIB utilizes two Bayesian networks to characterize the relationship between data compression and information preservation. We presented extensive experiments showing that the performance of our CMIB method was superior to other existing state-ofthe-art baselines. In future research, we will investigate more meaningful visual contexts and test the proposed method on more realistic applications, for example, unsupervised domain adaptation via multitask clustering.
